
 

RULES VERSION 3.0 / 3.0 PinUp 

This table is a Rethemed of JPSalas Serious Sam II by 2 Crazy VP Fans. 

All credits to JPSalas and our thanks for allowing this Rethemed. 

Playfield, Plastics, Sounds, DMD Images and Script have been modified for this versión. 

You have a version with PinUp that shows the videos of each task made by Pedro Pires and his 

team, available in 3 languages (English, French and Spanish). 

STORY 

After a group of legionnaires was defeated again by the Gauls, the Romans imagine that with 

such force, the Gauls cannot be human, but gods.  

Julio César is informed and, although he is skeptical of that idea, he makes the decision, 

together with his advice, to go to Armorica, to speak with Abraracúrcix, the chief of the village.  

He proposes to the Gauls a series of twelve tasks, inspired by the famous twelve labors of 

Hercules (although these tests are new, since the works have gone out of style).  

Abraracúrcix gathers his best warriors, Asterix and Obelix, to answer the challenge.  

The Roman Caius Pupus is sent with them to guide them and make sure they pass each test.  

PLAYFIELD  

 



OBJETIVE 

The game has 12 tasks and a great final Wizard mode.  

Complete all 12 tasks to play the final Wizard Mode (Defeat Julius Caesar). 

 

GAME FEATURES  

When you start a game, the machine randomly selects a task and sets up skill shots.  

You can add players as long as player 1's first ball has not finished.  

The table is set to use coins, but can be changed in the script to play as a free game.  

During a multiball, you can start a new multiball and activate the jackpots. The game has a 

maximum of 5 balls.  

After 3 completed tasks, a Multiball will start. Use these additional multiballs to score Jackops 

or to  Start new tasks, it's up to you.  

A flashing red "Idefix" light will show you the targets to hit in each task, and the DMD show 

how many hits are left to complete the task.  

 

SKILL SHOTS  

There are 2 skill shots in this game:  

- Hit the lit light on top of the bumpers.  

- Plunge a stronger ball, and then hit the captive ball within 6 seconds.  

The skill shot value starts at 500.000 points and it is increased by 250.000 for each skill shot.  

If you miss the skill shots, after 5 seconds, the playfield lights are set to current game mode.  

 

STARTING A TASK  

When you start a game, a random task is selected and its light starts blinking.  

Hit the center door under Cesar to start the task. The door can be opened by hitting it once or 

by hitting the 2 green lock targets, located one on each side of the table.  

When not in a task, hitting the captive ball will change the selected task.  

You can’t select again a finished task until all tasks are finished or a new game is started.  

A task is completed when you have accomplished all the objetives, or by a random award.  



THE TWELVE TASKS  

1- Run faster than Merinos, champion of the Olympic Games. = Super Spinners  

Asterix, helped by the magic potion, follows Asbestos, until the latter collides with a tree 

of apples by carelessness and loses the race. 

During this mode, each spin is worth a base 3000 points/spin + the normal value of the spin. 

Complete 25 spins to complete the mode, that's about 2 or 3 hits to the spinners.  

2- Throw a javelin farther than Kermes the Persian. = Super Pop Bumper  

The Kermes javelin ends up in North America (still inhabited by Native Americans, including 

Oumpah-Pah, another Goscinny and Uderzo character), but Obelix's javelin enters into a stable 

orbit and chases Kermes around the world, passing through the Native American village. 

Complete this task with 9 Pop Bumper hits.  

In this task, each bumper hit is worth an additional 5000 points per hit on top of all other 

existing ones values!  

3- Defeat Cilindric the German = Ramps  

Cilindric quickly defeats Obelix with a "fighting technique he learned in a distant land"; but 

Asterix asks for demonstrations which eventually leave Cilindric's arms and legs tied in knots. 

In this task, ramps are worth a base score of 100,000. Hit the ramps 2 times to finish the task.  

4- Cross a Lake = Orbits  

The difficulty of this test is that Pleasure Island is located in the middle of the lake, inhabited 

by the beautiful priestesses of the island. Obelix comes out of his trance after discovering that 

there are no boars on the island to eat and asks Asterix go with him. 

The left and right orbits score 70,000 points during this task. Hit the orbits 2 times to complete 

the task.  

5- Surviving Iris the Egyptian's Hypnosis = Turn on the lights 2  

Iris attempts to hypnotize Asterix with the phrase "I am a boar" into behaving like one; Asterix 

is dedicated to constantly distracting the hypnotist, by not taking the situation seriously, and 

that causes Iris to inadvertently hypnotize himself. 

Six lights will turn on, one by one. Each light is worth 100,000 points. Make the 6 shots to 

completet the task.  

 

 

 



6- Eat all the food from Mannekenpix the Belgian = Shoot the lights 1  

The chef is famous for cooking giant feasts for the titans. 

The test is to eat each of their large dishes "to the last piece." 

Obelix devours a wild boar with chips, some delicious geese in his own juice, a flock of mutton, 

a French omelette made with eight dozen eggs, a school of fish, an ox, a cow, some calves, a 

mountain of coarse-grained caviar (with its little toasts), a camel with stuffed humps and an 

olive-flavoured elephant. 

This wipes out all the food in the kitchen, but it disappoints Obelix, who is still hungry. 

Six  lights will turn on at once. Each light is worth 100,000 points. take the 6 shots to complete 

the task.  

7- Survive the cave of the Beast = Yellow Targets Frenzy  

In a distinctly abstract sequence, our pair of heroes must enter a cave where no one he has 

managed to get out alive. They find, among other things, a skeleton hand that directs them, a 

game of tennis played with a skull, bats and a subway train (at the station Alésia of the Paris 

metro), before meeting the Beast (which is not shown on screen). 

Managing to get out of the cave, Caius asks them what the beast was like, to which Obelix 

replies "very tasty". 

All targets get 10,000 points during this task. Hit 5 targets to finish.  

8- Find A-38 Form in the House That Freaks Out = Left and Right Blanks  

A crazy building, made up of several floors, where useless bureaucrats work who redirect their 

clients to other equally useless bureaucrats. Although the magic potion is useless for this test 

and the spirits of the two Gauls begin to decline, Asterix manages to defeat them using his 

own game. 

The little Gaul begins to ask them about an imaginary form, the A-39, supposedly required by 

the new decree, "circular B-65", and makes the workers fall victims of their own madness and 

plunging the place into chaos. Finally, the prefect gives them the A-38 form and freaks out of 

shock, realizing his own unconscious madness. 

In this task, the left and right green targets are worth 25,000 each. Hit 2 targets to finish the 

task.  

 

 

 

 



9- Cross a river on an invisible rope = Follow the Lights 1  

They try to cross the rope by balancing; however, the duo falls off the cliff and they get into a 

fight with the crocodiles, managing to cross the river. 

In this task, every 4 seconds the illuminated plane changes. An illuminated plane moves from 

left to right and back the playing field Hitting the illuminated shot during this task awards 

100,000 points. Each light has a standard value of 100,000 points. Press 3 lights to complete 

the task.  

10- Climb the mountain and answer the quiz of the old man = Super Loops  

After a tough climb to a snowy mountain peak, the old man's challenge is to determine, 

blindfolded, that group of towels was washed with Olympus, "the detergent of the gods." 

Asterix performs this test with ease, in a parody of laundry detergent commercials.  

This impresses the Olympian gods themselves, until Venus suggests that they be given the 

quality of gods to the Gauls, but Jupiter refuses to do so. 

In this task, the top gates are open to allow full orbit loops. Completing a full loop scores 

140,000. Do 2 loops to complete the task with standard score.  

11- Spend a night on the Haunted Plain = Follow the Lights 2  

The plain, haunted by the ghosts of fallen Roman soldiers, is not an easy place to sleep. 

Obelix tries to fight them, but he can't hurt them. Asterix wakes up with the ruckus and finally, 

after his groans, the ghosts disappear. 

In this task, every 4 seconds the illuminated plane changes randomly. Hitting the lit shot during 

this task awards a standard score of 150,000. Press 3 lights to complete the task.  

12- Survive the Circus Maximus = Ramps and Orbits  

When the duo wake up after a night on the plain, they find themselves in Rome with their 

loved villagers, who have been taken to fight in the Circus Maximus. 

After the gladiators are defeated, the animals are sent and the Gauls transform the Circus 

Maximus into a circus of the modern era. 

In this task ramps and orbits will alternate. Each shot adds 100,000 points. Make 2 hits to finish 

the task. 

 

 

 

 



DEFEAT EMPEROR JULIUS CAESAR: THE GREAT FINAL BATTLE  

After completing all 12 tasks, the battle against The Emperor Julius Caesar begins. This is a 5 

ball multiball mode and in this mode all shot values are doubled and all jackpots are enabled.  

This multiball will release all the locked balls and add more balls until there are 5 balls on the 

table.  

After collecting all the Jackpots, the Super Jackpot light will come on.  

A hit to the captive ball will collect the Super Jackpot and re-enable Jackpots.  

The mode ends when the last multiball is used up.  

When this mode ends, all battles are reset and you can start over, but now with higher scores.  

 

THE STORY END 

After the Gauls have succeeded in each task and defeat Caesar, the emperor accepts that they 

are gods, he gives them control of the Roman Empire and retires to live with Cleopatra in a 

small house in the country. 

Caius Pupus gets the reward from him by retiring on Pleasure Island. 

At the village celebration, Obelix asks Asterix if the Gauls are really the real ones owners of 

Rome.  

Asterix replies that everything that happened with them was nothing more than a cartoon, 

where everything is possible.  

Obelix takes advantage of this and teleports himself to Pleasure Island, where he gladly eats a 

wild boar.  

OTHER RULES AND SCORING  

When a multiball is running, you can't activate another multiball until the current one ends, 

however, with a two or three ball multiball running you can continue to progress through the 

current tasks.  

- Standup targets and lanes score 5000 points.  

- Slingshots are worth 210 points, and alternate the outlane special if lit . 

- Outlanes score 50,000 points  

- Spinners start at 1000 points/spin and can be increased by completing tellow targets. 

They increase 500 points each time the 3 targets are hit. The spinner value has no top 

limit.  

- Ramp Combos score jackpot value. The combo is awarded by hitting the ramps after 

each other (left to left, right to tight, left to right or right to left)  

 



LOCK – RIGHT & LEFT GREEN TARGETS  

Hit those targets to activate the lock light. After locking a ball the lock light needs to be lit 

again by hitting those 2 targets. Shoot the door under Caesar to lock the ball.  

These 2 targets also lit the “increase Jackpot” light when the lock light is lit. Hit then the 

captive ball to increase the base value of the Jackpot  

MAIN MULTIBALL  

After locking 3 balls a new ball will be launched from the plunger, the 3 locked balls will be 

released and the main multiball starts. In this multiball the Jackpots are activated on the 

ramps. Hit both ramps to collect the Jackpots, after that hit the captive ball to re-enable the 

Jackpots on the ramps.  

In this multiball you may continue or start a task. If you complete all the tasks the Wizard 

mode will start, but the multiball will still be limited to 5 balls.  

BONUS MULTIPLIER – TOP LANES AND FLIPPER INLANES  

Hitting the two top lanes on top of the bumpers and the 2 inlanes will increased the Bonus 

Multiplier. The Bonus multiplier can be increased up to 5x.  

PLAYFIELD MULTIPLIER - BUMPERS  

Bumpers begin with a value of 210 points. Every 30 hits the value is increased per hit by 500  

additional points. Standard bumper value maxes out at 3210 points.  

After each 30 hits, the playfield multiplier light will lit. Hit the captive ball to collect. This 

playfield multiplier can be increased up to 5x.  A new ball will reset both the bumper value and 

the playfield multiplier.  

SMALL YELLOW TARGETS  

Hit the 6 yellow targets to:  

- Activate the ball save in the outlanes. Only one outlane is activated at a time. 

- Activate lane changes by hitting the slingshots.  

- Increase the spinner value when the outlane is on.  

- Defeat a Roman. This gives you extra points.  

- Turned on the Mystery light.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



MYSTERIOUS PRIZE 

Shoot under the Panoramix Druid to collect some of the mystery prizes they are:  

- 2 Ball Instant Multiball  

- Small dots (10 - 100,000)  

- Big Points (100,000)  

- Instant completion of the incomplete task.  

- Increase playfield score to 5x for 30 seconds  

- Increase Bonus X  

- Extra Light Ball  

- Activate BallSaver for 30 seconds  

GAMEPLAY AND SCRORING 'TIPS'  

The DMD will tell you how many points or shots are required to complete the current task. It 

will also tell you the seconds left in a hurry up mode.  

The "Increase Playfield Scoring" award makes most tasks easier to complete.  

Try to activate the main multiball for easier completion of the tasks.  

Jackpot values start at 100,000 for each multiball and can be increased by 50.000 by hitting the  

captive ball when the «Increase Jackpot» light is lit. 

POWER UP – HURRY UP  

Hitting any ramp 10 times will turn on the "Power Up" light. This is a "30 second" rush with the 

Jackpot enabled on the right ramp. 

THANKS 

We want to thank JPSalas, for allowing us to make this Rethemed on his Serious Sam II and for 

the hundreds of his creations that he has allowed us to enjoy for so many years. 

Also thank Pedro Pires and his team for the PupPack, something that was essential for this 

table. 

And of course to all the members of the VPinball community who participate to a greater or 

lesser extent and make this community continue to grow and evolve. 


